Positional isotope exchange and kinetic experiments with Escherichia coli guanosine-5'-monophosphate synthetase.
The kinetic mechanism of Escherichia coli guanosine-5'-monophosphate synthetase has been determined by utilizing initial velocity kinetic patterns and positional isotope exchange experiments. The initial velocity patterns of MgATP, XMP, and either NH3 or glutamine (as nitrogen source) were consistent with the ordered addition of MgATP followed by XMP and then NH3. The enzyme catalyzes the exchange of 18O from the beta-nonbridge positions of [beta,beta,beta gamma,gamma,gamma,gamma-18O6]ATP into the alpha beta-bridge position only in the presence of XMP and Mg2+. The exchange reaction did not require NH3. The isotope exchange reaction increased as the XMP concentration increased and then decreased at saturating levels of XMP. These results also support the ordered addition of MgATP followed by XMP. GMP synthetase catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATP to AMP and PPi along with an ATP/PPi exchange reaction in the absence of NH3. These data taken together support a mechanism in which the initial step in the enzymatic reaction involves formation of an adenyl-XMP intermediate. Psicofuranine, an irreversible inhibitor of the enzyme, acts by preventing the release or further reaction of adenyl-XMP with H2O or NH3 but does not suppress the isotope exchange or ATP/PPi exchange reactions. GMP synthetase has also been shown to require a free divalent cation for full activity. When Ca2+ replaces Mg2+ in the reaction, the positional isotope exchange reaction is enhanced but the reaction with NH3 to form GMP is greatly suppressed.